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Emergency Diesel Generator Cylinder Head Cracking - Supplemental Information
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LER 86-026, Revision 0, dated November 10, 1986, reported that during a scheduled
inspection, minor cracks were discovered in the fire dome area of twelve of the
sixteen cylinder heads on one of the two Emergency Diesel Generators (DG-2). The
manuft.cturer, Cooper Energy Services, was contacted regarding the cause and to
solicit recommendations for corrective action. Following a detailed evaluation by
the manufacturer, the determination was made that eight of the twelve cracked heads
were suitable for reuse and that the remaining four should be replaced. The cause of
the cracks was attributed to cylinder head design, in that the heads were manufac-
tured to be used in both gas-diesel and diesel-only applications. A cylinder head in
this configuration has additional ports cast into it and, thus, is more susceptible
to cracking when subjected to abnormal thermal cyclic streeses. A full complement of
cylinder heads of a newer, diesel-only design was immediately placed on order.

Subsequently, a similar detailed inspection of the other Emergency Diesel Generator,
DG-1, was performed and none of the cylinder heads were found to be cracked. Since
both engines utilize cylinder heads which are identical in design and are operated
under the same conditions, a further review was initiated to determine why the
cylinder heads were found cracked only on DG-2. It was determined that DG-2 had
apparently been overheated several years ago through improper venting of the jacket
cooling water head tank. It is postulated that this overheating event led to the
cracking phenomenon which was observed.

A partial shipment of the new cylinder heads has been received and all of the cracked
heads on DG-2 have been replaced. It is anticipated that the remaining cylinder
heads of the old design will be replaced during the next refueling outage, currently

scheduled for early 1988.
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LER 86-026, Revision 0, dated November 10, 1986, transmitted information regarding
the existence of minor cracks in the cylinder head fire dome area found during

i performance of the scheduled inspection on one of the two Emergency Diesel Generators
(DG-2). At the time of the inspection, a refueling / major maintenance outage was in
progress. In discussions with the manufacturer, it was determined that these heads
were originally supplied with the diesel engines and were of an older design. These
heads have additional ports cast into them to allow them to be used in gas-diesel
applications, as well as diesel-only applications. With the additional ports, these

| heads are more susceptible to cracking when subjected to abnormal thermal cyclic
! stresses. Consequently, a full complement of a newer, diesel-only design head was

placed on order.

|

| As noted in Revision 0 of the LER, the manufacturer (Cooper Energy Services) eval-
; uated the cylinder heads through hydrostatic testing and mag-particle inspection.
' Cracks were in evidence in the fire dome area of twelve of the sixteen heads examined.

Four of the twelve heads were rejected as being unsuitable for continued service,
while the remaining eight were determined to be satisfactory for reuse. These heads,
plus the four which had not exhibited any cracking, were reinstalled. Additionally,
four heads of the newer design were located and were also installed, replacing the
four that had been rejected. As further corrective action, a procedure was developed
based upon the recommendations of the manufacturer to monitor the existence of any
water leakage through the cracked cylinder head following engine operation. With
this procedure in place, DG-2 was returned to service.

Subsequently, an inspection and overhaul of Diesel Generator #1 was conducted.
During the course of this inspection, no cracked heads were found. Since the cylinder

heads on both engines are identical in design, and since it was thought that both had
a similar operating history, a further review was initiated to determine why the
cylinder heads were cracked only on DG-2. A search of the operating records failed

| to disclose any reason for the cracks; however, interviews with plant personnel
| present at the time revealed that DG-2 may have been overheated several years ago
| through improper venting of the jacket cooling water head tank. It is postulated

I that the overheating event led to the cracking phenomenon which was observed on this
engine. Since the cracks were very small and created no operating abnormalities, the

j fact that they were not discovered in the intervening years is not deemed to be
l unusual.
f

After the inspection / overhaul of both diesel generators had been completed, a partial
shipment of the never design (diesel-only) heads which had been previously ordered
were received. As a result, the eight cracked heads on DG-2 were replaced with the
newer design units. Hence, DG-2 will be returned to service prior to startup from
the current refueling outage with twelve cylinder heads of the new design and four
heads of the gas-diesel configuration which had not exhibited any cracking. In this

configuration (i.e., no cracked heads installed), implementation of the aforemen-
tioned procedure for moisture detection following the engine cooldown cycle will no
longer be required.
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During the next inspection of the Emergency Diesel Generators scheduled to be per-
formed during the 1988 refueling outage, the gas-diesel heads which remain on both
DG-1 and DG-2 will be replaced with ones of the newer design. It should be noted
that the older design heads, through operating experience, have proven to be more
than adequate for normal diesel generator operation. However, since they are not as
tolerant of any severe abnormal thermal cycles which might inadvertently occur, they
are being replaced with heads of the newer design as a matter of prudence.
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December 31, 1986

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

Cooper Nuclear Station Licensee Event Report 86-026, Revision 1 is forwarded
as an attachment to this letter.

Sincerely,

I

# G%
0. Horn.

Div sion Manager of
Nuclear Operations

GRH:lb
Attach,

cc: R. D. Martin
L. G. Kunci
K. C. Walden
C. M. Kuta
INPO Records Center
ANI Library
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